Technical Visit to Tindo Solar Pty Ltd

Date: Monday, 15 September 2014
Time: 2:00-3:30 p.m.
Venue: 5/6-8 Second Avenue, Technology Park, Mawson Lakes SA 5095
Organised by: IEEE Power and Energy Society Chapter, SA Section

Tindo Solar Pty Ltd designs and manufactures technologically advanced solar panels in Australia. Tindo's manufacturing plant is situated in the heart of Technology Park, Adelaide where it operates a state of the art 60 MW capacity production line which is fully automated with a focus on quality control and sophisticated engineering applications. The event comprises a brief presentation by Richard Inwood followed by visit to the manufacturing facilities.

About the Presenter

Richard Inwood is the Group Manager of People and Business and is one of the three South Australians who established Tindo that commenced operation in August 2011. His worked more than a decade for the Commonwealth Scientific Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO) as an Experimental Scientist and Human Resources Adviser/Manager. Trained by Mr Al Gore as a Climate Reality Presenter in 2011, Richard remains a passionate advocate for climate change and regularly provides talks to students, the general public and industry on the reality of environmental challenge and the need to link this challenge to economic opportunity and a moral necessity.

For further information and registration, please email to Dr. M. H. Haque, Chair - IEEE PES Chapter, SA Section (mohammed.haque@unisa.edu.au).

The event is free but has limited number of places. Registration is essential.

Please Register by Thursday, 11 September 2014.